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Who am I 
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•  MTS 2 - Database Engineer, Oracle Database Engineering 
•  Oracle RAC Certified Professional with more than a decade’s experience starting with Oracle 9i 
•  Oracle RAC, ADG, performance tuning and GoldenGate expert 
•  Conversant with MongoDB, Cassandra and Couchbase 
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We are a trusted part of people’s financial lives and a partner 
to merchants in 200+ markets around the world.  

Our customers can accept payments in >              currencies, 100 
withdraw funds to their bank accounts in          currencies, 56 

and hold balances in their PayPal accounts in           currencies. 25 

Almost                     PayPal team members provide  
support to our customers in over           languages. 

8,000 
20 

Introduction to PayPal 
Two decades ago, our founders invented payment technology to make buying and selling faster, secure,  
and easier—and put economic power where it belongs: In the hands of people. 
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Usage of Private Network 
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ü Clusterware 
•  Inter-node communication to maintain cluster integrity 

•  Cluster Synchronization service 
•  octssd to avoid time drift 
•  crs resources and crsd agent processes 

 
ü Database 

•  Global Cache Services(GCS)/Parallel Cache Management(PCM) 
•  Allocating, de-allocating and locking Data buffer cache resources 

•  Global Enqueue Services(GES)/non-Parallel Cache Management(non-PCM) 
•  Dictionary cache and Library cache resources 
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RAC related background processes 
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ü  Critical Oracle Background Processes using private interconnect 
•  LMSn (Global Cache Service Process) 

•  Handles cache fusion(GCS) (Block transfers, messages) 
•  Maintains records of each data file and block open in a cache in GRD (Global Resource Directory) 
•  Controls flow of messages of remote instance(s) 
•  Tracks global data block access 

•  LCK0 (Instance Enqueue Background Process) 
•  Handles requests related to non-fusion resources such as library and row cache requests 

•  LMD0 (Global Enqueue Service Daemon) 
•  Manages global enqueues  
•  Detection of deadlocks 

•  LMON (Global Enqueue Service Monitor) 
•  Maintenance instance membership  
•  Reconfiguration of GCS/GES during recovery from instance crash or startup 

•  LMHB (Global Cache/Enqueue Service Heartbeat Monitor) 
•  Monitors LMON, LMD and LMSn Processes 
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SGA in RAC Database 
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Parameters Influencing RAC behavior 
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1.  Always run critical background processes in RT priority 
•  _lm_lms_priority_dynamic = false 
•  _high_priority_processes = ‘LMS*|VKTM|LMD*|LGWR’ 

2.  Disable Undo DRM during instance start after crash 
•  _gc_undo_affinity = false 

3.  Disable DRM to avoid unacceptable and unpredictable freezes  
•  _gc_policy_time = 0 

4.  Minimize reconfiguration time for bigger SGA 
•  _lm_tickets  
•  gcs_server_processes 

5.  Monitoring related critical background parameters 
•  Heartbeat ping to local processes 

•  _lm_rcvr_hang_check_frequency 
•  _lm_rcvr_hang_allow_time 
•  _lm_rcvr_hang_kill 

•  Heartbeat ping to peer process on remote instances 
•  _lm_idle_connection_check 
•  _lm_idle_connection_check_interval 
•  _lm_idle_connection_kill 

6.  Fairness and light work rule (_fairness_threshold)  
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Wait events in RAC Database 
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1.  gc cr/current grant 2-way (message wait) 
•  Block does not exist in cache and LMS grants to FG process to read from disk 

2.  gc cr/current block 2-way/3-way (block wait) 
•  Requested for read and write operations 
•  Every execution triggers this since SCN advances 

3.  gc cr/current block congested (block congestion waits) 
•  LMS didn’t process within 1 ms due to CPU shortage or scheduling delays 

4.  gc cr/current block busy (block concurrency/contention waits) 
•  Indicates high concurrency 
•  LMS needs to perform additional work to prepare block in requested mode 

5.  gcs log flush sync 
•  Before sending reconstructed CR/CURR block, LMS request LGWR to flush redo vectors 

6.  gc cr failure/gc cr retry 
•  Inefficiencies with interconnect or invalid block request or checksum error 

7.  gc cr/current block corrupt/lost 
•  Dropped packets due buffer overflow 
•  Misconfigured interconnect 
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Hardware and OS support 
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ü  Supported networks 
•  Ethernet 
•  Ethernet with Jumbo frames 
•  Infiniband 

ü Network protocols 
•  UDP 
•  RDS 

ü  Redundancy 
•  Oracle Clusterware HAIP  
•  In-built on HCA (in the case of Infiniband) 
•  Bonding on Linux 
•  Bonding such as IPMP on Solaris 
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InfiniBand  
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•  High speed communication link 
•  Built in availability and load balance features 
•  Port failover on dual-port HCA(Host Channel Adapter) 
•  Onboard processor 
•  Supports both UDP and RDS protocols 
•  Integrated with Zero-copy mechanism and RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) 
•  Provides higher bandwidth(40Gb/s) and throughput(Network PPS) 
•  Ultra low latency(less than 80�s) and high-efficiency 
•  Fabric consolidation for cluster and storage  
•  Oracle Exadata uses for both interconnect and storage 
•  Failure of IB Card makes database dysfunctional 
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UDP vs RDS  
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ü UDP 
•  Implemented reliability in USER mode(acking/windowing/fragmenting/re-ordering) 
•  Kernel consumes higher CPU cycles 
•  Results in retransmits and lost datagrams under heavy CPU utilization  
•  Requires all memory to be pre-registered  

ü  RDS 
•  Ultra low latency, highly reliable and high bandwidth IPC protocol 
•  Driver controls with reliable delivery rather than OS kernel 
•  Compatible to existing IPC models using in Oracle RAC 
•  Runs on Infiniband 
•  Unlike UDP, consumes very low system CPU cycles 
•  Supports up to 1 MB Datagram Payload 
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Monitoring 
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ü Capacity/Performance measures and metrics to track in Database 
1.  Estimate Global Cache traffic flowing in/out a given node from AWR 

•  Messages are typically 200 bytes in size or less while CR/Curr blocks are in 8k(Same as 
DB_BLOCK_SIZE) in size 

•  Goal is to keep network Packets/sec under 70% of estimate throughput of interconnect device 
•  DBA_HIST_SYSSTAT provides data related to all GC wait events, block/message transfers 
•  DBA_HIST_IC_DEVICE_STATS provides stats like packets received/transmitted/dropped for each 

interface 
•  DBA_HIST_IC_CLIENT_STATS provides usage of interconnect by area(IPQ, DLM and Cache) 
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Monitoring 
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ü Capacity/Performance measures and metrics to track in Database 
2.  Estimate Global Cache traffic flowing in/out a given node from AWR 

•  Goal is to keep avg wait time for GC * grant wait events below 0.5 ms. 
•  Goal is to keep avg wait time for GC * block transfer wait events below 1 ms 
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Monitoring 
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ü  Performance monitoring from OS 
1.  OSWatcher 

  Add “node:STORAGE” in /opt/oracle.cellos/image.id to collect IB data when using RDS 
2.  OS Commands 

•  nmon utility (AIX) 
•  netstat -i -I ibd1 -P udp 1 (Solaris, AIX) 

•  collectl –s x 
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Troubleshooting 
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ü GIPCD log file 
1.  css uses UDP to check network heartbeat 
2.  Rank below 99 indicates some trouble with private network 

ü CSSD log files 
1.  cssd/gipcd establishes communication between nodes when node joins 
2.  Starting 11.2.0.2, multicast communication is MUST 
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Troubleshooting 
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ü  OSWatcher 
1.  oswnetstat 

•  Received packets 
•  Transmitted packets 
•  Dropped packets 

2.  osw_ib_diagnostics 
•  Interface port status 
•  processor utilization  

3.  osw_rds_diagnostics 
•  IB connections 
•  RDS connections 
•  RDS sockets 
•  Checks remote node reachable over RDS 
•  Various RDS counters 

§  send_queue_full 
§  cong_send_error 
§  send_delayed_retry 
§  ib_tx_stalled 
§  ib_rx_total_frags 
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Putting it all together 
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•  GCS/GES drives private network workload 
•  Slow private network impacts all activities in RAC cluster 
•  Redundancy is MUST for cluster to function without any disruptions 
•  Capacity analysis and Monitoring is essential to stay ahead of problem  
•  RDS on Infiniband to achieve ultra low latency and high throughput 
•  Always run critical background processes in RT priority 
•  Stable interconnect is the key for stable cluster performance 
•  If application doesn’t scale well in single instance won’t scale well in RAC 
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